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Abstract

"Drought Induced Problems and Responses
of small Towns and Rural Water Entities

in COlorado: the 1976-1978 Drought"

The clilllatological and hydrologic conditions across the State of COlorado
during the 1976-1978 drought sb.owed great diversity, adjacent drainage basins
often experiencing quite different conditions. This emphasizes the :irrp:>rtance
of providing clilllatological information and assistance programs that are tailored
to local areas (e.g. the Water Districts in COlorado) .

small towns experienced the intensifying of problems that, for the Il'Dst
part, had existed f= a long time: lack of adequate raw water; poor system
performance and high loss of produced water fran lack of maintenance; inadequate
financing and the use of water revenues for general purposes; and, at times,
inadequate managE!llel1t. The latter is often caused by high turnover as personnel
are attracted to the larger towns.

Town responses included emergency repairs, drilling wells, buying additional
water rights and renting water fran fanners, restrictions on water use, instal
lation of meters, and increasing water charges (both price and flat rates) •

The town experience indicated that many effective counter-drought actions
depend upon local knowledge and initiative. state and federal programs cannot
substitute for this, so these higher level programs must be designed to stimulate
local initiative and not to be "a reward for 50 years of bad managE!llel1t."

Rural water entities providing Il'Dstly irrigation water experienced problems
stemning in part fran over-irrigation in the early season, over-expansion of
acreage relative to reliable water supply, and inflexible reservoir managE!llel1t.
COOperative sharing of water and water rentals am::mg farmers frequently helped
avoid the econanic inefficiencies that would oc= under strict application
of priority rights. This errphasizes the :irrp:>rtance of facilitating both the
short and long-term transferability of water arrong uses.

Major opportunities exist for conjunctive management of surface and
tributary groundwaters. The State priority rights system =rently prevents
r :1'.; r·rrr-jur;(;tive tne'1nagernent.
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1.

THE COLORADO DROUGHT OF 1976-1977

A. The <'eography of Cbloracb

'l'he State of Coloracb is divided into three major :regions with the

lbcky M:lUntains dividing tile plains to the east and the plateau :region

to the west. The plains cUm from an elevation of 3,400 feet at the

Kansas border to about me mile at the foot of the nountains 150 miles

to the west. 'lhe nountains t:heIrselws run roughly norol-SOutil and rise

over 14,000 feet. within the nountain region are four major valleys:

North Pa:d<, Middle Pa:d<, South PalX, and the San 'Luis Valley. 'lb the

west of the nountains and extending into Utah is a :region of relatively

flatter colintry with several broad plateaus.

~t of the major rivers of the state begin in the central nountains.

Three principal rivers start an the east of the rontinental divide and

eventually flow into the Gulf of Maxiex:>: the South Platte and the AJ:kansas

. cut roughly west to east across the plains into Nebraska and Kansas

respectively, while the Rio Grande River flows soutil through the San Luis

Valley in the south central po+tion of the State, eventually flowing

through Hew Mexiex:>, and along tile intemational border between Texas and

Mexioo.

Several inportant rivers originate on tile westem side of the

oontinental divide and flow into the Cbloracb River drainage. The Yanpa

and the White flow westward through tile northem part of the plateau ex:>untry,

while the Dolores drains mum of the southwest. 'l'ne Unoonpahgre, Gunnison,

and Coloracb Rivers have their origins in the nountains and flow through the

central portion of the plateau :region.
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While these climatic events \Olere easily reex>gni.zed as unlBual and

labelled as drought, what worldng definition can we give to "drought"?

When the eastem Colorado water manager describes the oonditions in the

surcrter of 1976 as a "near normal drought" or when the \Olestem slope rancher

ccndeJms the "dalmed mpredictcble weather", what cb they have in mind?

IX> the M:nave and Sonoran Deserts experience drought?

Fbr practical policy-making pw:poses, drought is a oonbination of

climatic and socio-eoonomic oonditions that can be sUl11llarized as follollls:

Drought is the existli!iIlce of a pe:rsistent shortfall
in water slWly relative to the "expected" supply1
stemning from a shortfall in precipitatioo either
locally or in hydrologically oonnected regions
that provide the water supply.

'!he expectations referred to are in ti1e minds of water lBe:rs and are

iITPOrtant becalBe eoonomic and social decisions are based on these

expectations, e.g. cropping pattems, recreational plans, and UIban

investrrent decisions. 'I'rue deserts cb not experience drought in this

sense because anyooe oontenplating eoonomic or social activiq there

expects no rainfall and bases plans on that expectation.

The definition also cove:rs the case of a region that has not

experienced direct climatic change but in which streamflONs and ground

water rechar<}3 have been diminished becalBe of precipitation deficiencies

in q>stream regions. 'lhe full rreteorological or climatic conditions mlBt

be included in the analysis of drought.

Drought could be defined in purely physical terns, based on annual

precipitation or sone cumulative neasure of precipitation over several

yea:rs. Figure 2 ShONS a hypot.lletical prdJciJiliq destributioo of annual

precipitation, indicating the long-telll\ annual rrean )J, and a vallE ()J - k)
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that might be referred to as the "reliable rainfall level", i.e. a level

of rainfall for whidl the pni.lability of getting that level or nore is

sufficiently high to "bet on" or to use as the basis for aecision-rraking.

The shaded area shc:Ms the pni.lability of (\1 - kJ or lIore precipitation.

Figure 2
Probability Distribution of

Annual Precipitation

I
I
I

What we find, however, is that the level of k that people use to

specify the "safe" yield depends upon the uses to whidl the water is

being put. fur municipal or industrial uses, k is likely to be dlosen

large relative to u, so that the ratio ().t - kJ/\1 is small. fur nest

irrigation applications, k is likely to be given a small vallE, so that

(\1-\1k) 1\1 is closer to 1. 'I'llis suggests that the level of precipitation

or water SlJPP.ly oonsidered "safe" depends 011 the severity of the losses

tllat occur when actual precipitation or yields fall before tllat level and

on the additional vallES that may be gained if yields should be above that

level. Thus eoonomic consequmoos are iuplicity introdUCEd along witll.

climate infonration in the cefinition of reliable or safe levels of

precipitation or other water s\.pplies.
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This suggests that one role of studying drought is to quantify the

severity of :impacts of water shortage so that: we can Il'Dre rationally plan ways

of dealing with drought. If i.rrpacts are slight, then we can stand to put up

with shortages fairly frequently, while severe :impacts i.rrply that we should

invest in new water supplies or consider steps to Il'Ddify current water uses.

For policy purposes, we are interested :in the gains or losses accruing to

all of society fran surpluses or shortfalls of water relative to expected supplies.

Different water user groups or water managers may, however, have a viewpoint

different fran that of all society. The manager of an urban system may perceive

the losses fran water shortage to be much greater than they really are because

he is likely to be personally criticized when custaners are asked to curtail

use. Well-meaning officials may be terrq::>ted to exaggerate the severity of drought

to stimulate cooperation in water conservation or to make a case for drought-related

aid. The aggregate agricultural and broader econanic and employment effects in

Colorado appear to have been substantially exaggerated in the press and through

agency announcements during the drought. l

The problem of measuring losses due to drought is even Il'Dre subtle than

questions of human perception and =tivation. Many costs incurred during drought

that at first appear to be drought-induced losses turn out, upon closer inspection,

not to be. As will be noted later in this study, much of the Il'Dnetary aid pro-

vided by federal and state agencies to t=s and rural water agencies was .used

1 See "Colorado Manpower Review", Nov. 1977, Il'Dnthly newsletter of the
Colorado Department of Labor and Employment and Herbert H. Fullerton, "Drought
Lessons fran Agriculture," paper given at the Engineering Research Foundation
Water Conservation Conference, Rindge, NY, July, 1979.
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to repair or irrq:Jrove water system ca11pOnents the conditions of which had nothing

to do with the drought. Russell et. a1. also found that l1U.lch of the "cost of

the drought" to Massachusetts industry consisted of investments in water systems

that would have been profitable to undertake for years but to which attention

was first called by the drought. 1

Severe drought usually builds up over IOC>re than one year, depleating

reservoir and groundwater storage, reducing soil IOC>isture and the waste-assimi-

lative capacities of streams, and placing perennial plants under increasing

stress. A measure frequently used to measure drought physically is

T

D(T) = 2:= (Tt - R)
t=T-j

where R
t

is annual precipitation in year t, R is the long-tenn mean annual

annual precipitation, and j is the number of years over which these differences

are CUl1U.llated. 2 The patterns of this measure for four towns in Massachusetts

fran 1870 to 1970 are shown in Figure 3. One will note the "drought of record"

of 1908 - 11 and the 1963 - 67 drought.

(Figure 3 here)

Anothe.r widely used physical measure of drought is the Palmer Index that

measures the moisture stress placed on plants. The manager or public's perception

of drought may, of course, lag behind any of these physical indexes. Russell et 'OIl.

1See Russell et.al., pp. 206-208.

2ibid . pp. 44-47.
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Source: Russell,
et al., Fig. 11, p. 45

_Figure 3.
Four-year Cumulative
Deviations of Annual
Rainfall from the
wng-terrn Mean Annual
Rainfall in Four
Massachusetts Towns.
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have shown the pattern of lags between town water manager I s perception of the

beginning of drought and the beginning as rreasured by the Palmer Index.

'I'ab1e 1

Pegion of
Massadlusetts

Beginning of
Drougnt:
Palner~

.'b. cases Whe:re Manager
Pe:rceived l.Jrougllt Beginning:

Sane 1 Yr. 2 Yr. 3 Yr.
~ Later Later Later

Western 1961 0 0 0 2
central 1962 4 5 4 2
Coastal 1963 4 3 3 0

Percentage of total :responses: 30% 30% 26% 15%

Source: Russell -21~, 'I'able 9, p. 50
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These lags in the perception of drought Emphasize the iJrportance of

keeping water users and water managers inforned about climatic conditions. The

onset of drought can be quite subtle and, under ordinary climatic regimes, there

is very little year-to-year correlation between anpual rainfall totals.

C. The COlorado Drought of 1976 - 1977

1. overviEM. Precipitation, strearnflCM and reservoir levels in the

State of COlorado for 1976 and the first half of 1977 were all well belCM

nonral. Not sinre the first half of the 1930 's had there been sudl an

extrenely dry period. Of the bolo years, 1977 had a ni.gner level of

precipitation, primarily dre to the heavy rains tilat cane during tile sunner

of 1977. In several instances, these arrived at propitious tiJres for the

agricultural exmmunity. Strearnfld.-l levels, on the other hend, which IlOIlTlally

. lag behind the reamEd precipitation levels, tended to decline fIall 1976

to 1977. Many smaller strearrs dried up oonpletely.

'l11e South Platte drainage basin shCMed great variability in precipitation

levels both be1:lNeen rea>rding stations and between the years 1976 and 1977,

as did nest of the eastem half of the state. 'lhe full degree of this

variability can be clearly seen in part 2 of this Section. Fbr exanple,

stations in Julesberg and Sterling inproved swstantially from 1976 to 1977,

going from 54% of average in 1976 to a level 118% above IlOnral in 1977.

overall, the basin rea>rded a level 90% of normal for botil years. Stream-

flew in this region at various gauging stations varied from oetween slightly

abovenoIlTlal (cache La Poudre) to 84% of normal (upper Souto Platte) in 1976

and fIall slightly belCM nonral to 36% of nonral respectively in 1977. Overall,

reservoir storage levels were only slightly belew average for this period.
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Precipitation in the Arkansas drainage basin Showed a pattern similar to

that of the South Platte with levels of 90% of normal in 1976 and 92% in 1977.

Streamflow levels were slightly below that of the South Platte division. levels

ranged in 1976 from slightly above average (Cucharas River gauging point) to

50% and 60% (on the Arkansas), dropping in 1977 to 36% and between 18% and 30%

respectively. Reservoir levels were considerably lower in this region than in

the South Platte. While the westernmost part of this division had levels only

slightly below average, the reservoirs of the central and eastern sectors showed

levels that were below 10% of normal.

*Tcble 2 - St.reamflC11'1

% of 50 Year Avera~

1976 1977

cache La PoudI:e
Upper South Platte
Cueharas River
AIkansas
Rio Grande
COloracb
White
Yanpa

NN = near normal

clN NN
84% 36%
NN 36%

50%-60% 18%-30%
NN 20%
60% 16%
90% 8%

50%-60% 16%

* from selected gauging stations on the river

The drain~ basin of the Rio Grande was the only division inwhidl

precipitation levels dropped from 1976 (88% of normal) to 1977 (81% of

normal). Similarly, while streamflaw was near normal in 1976, it dropped

to 20% of .nonnal in 1977. Reservoir levels also fell from slightly belC11'1

oorinal to 30% to 45% of normal in 1977.
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overall precipitatial on the westem slope rose from 50% of oormal

in 1976 to 85% in 1977. The southwestem section of the state was the

hardest hit area in the state. In 1976, this section moaived 75% of its

usual level of pmcipitation, inproving to 86% in 1977. River gauging

stations registered a drop from 70% of normal to betll1een 10% and 20% of

normal. Reservoir levels wem recorded at belcM 25% of normal.

'!he west:-central section of the state, including tile drainage l>asins

of the Gtmnison and the Colorad:>, mcorded an overall level of pmcipitatial

of 79% of normal in 1976 and 84% in 1977. StmcllllflCM levels dropped from

aromd 60% of normal to belCM 16% in 1977. Reservoir levels ranged from

near normal to 20% of normal.

In the northwest comer of the state (Yanpa and White drainage basins~ ,

pmcipitation levels rose from a 1cM of 73% of normal in 1976 to 86% in 1977.

'!he Wnite River exhibited a drop from 90% of nomal to 8% of normal, while

the Yanpa fell from between 50 and 60% of normal to aromd 16% of oormal.

Fish and garre reservoirs in this division wem constantly full. Other

mservoirs hCMever, ShONed a broad range of levels.

In terms of the overall inpact of the drougnt then, Water Resource

Division 7 e)(perienoad the largest deficit in water availabiliq mlative

to historical norms, while Region 1 e)(perienoad the least. Nevertheless,

pockets of ext:rerre shortage existed in every part of the state.

2. Precipitation.1 Precipitation on the average improved substantially between

1976 and 1977. The northeastern part of the state progressed fran extreme

~recipitationdata were acquired fran the Office of the State Climatologist,
Department of Abrospheric Sciences, Colorado State University.
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deficiency in 1976 to only snall deficiencies in 1977. The southeastern part

of the state clearly got worse fran 1976 to 1977, while conditions went fram

an extreme 1976 deficit to near normal in the northwest.

The drainage basin of the South Platte exhibited great diversity as shown

in Figure 4 in which the dotted partial columns show the extent of :i.rrprovement

fram 1976 to 1977, while the black partial colunms shaw the extent of deteriora

tion in 1977. Julesburg and Sterling showed great improvement while stations

like Denver and Lakewood deteriorated significantly. Overall, the basin remained

at about 88% of normal.

(Figure 4 here)

The Kansas drainage basin in the east-central part of the state exhibited

uniform :i.rrprovement as shaoln in Figure 5, progressing fram 67% of normal in 1976

to 90% in 1977.

(Figure 5 here)

The Arkansas basin in the southeastern corner of the state exhibited same

diversity as shaoln in Figure 6. The Rio Grande basin similarly showed diversity

among sub-areas, but was the only major basin for which overall precipitation

actually declined between 1976 and 1977 (See Figure 7).

(Figure 6 here)

(Figure 7 here)

Finally, the Colorado Basin (defined here to cover the entire western slope) ,

extubited general :i.rrprovement, but with same dramatic excePtions. Durango. fell

fram 77 to 60%, while other southwestern stations recorded decreases. (See Figure 8.l

(Figure 8 here)
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3. StreamfleMS. StreamfleMS for 1976 and 1977 "ave been el<pressed

18

here as perrentiles of the 1938 - 1978 distribution of fleMS. '!hat is.

the percentile valuo gives the perrent of historical annual f1cMs equal :!:e.

or less than that particular flow. For exanple, Ole SOuth Platte (statton---
06707500) flCM in 1976 equalled the 82nd percentile flCM: 82% of the

1938 - 1978 historical fleMS h"'" the sarre or lower valuos. '!he nedian

flCM is that valuo for which half the annual historical f1cMs were higher

and hal f lCMer.

'!he general picture of streamf1cMs in 1976 and 1977 contrasts

sharply with the wi""spread inproverrent in precipitation noted in the

preceding section: in all parts of the state, streamf1cMs fell significanUy

from 197600 1977. ~'laturally, after nore than a year of swnormal pxecipitation,
,

soil noistu:re was seriously replet:ed, a:Iuifers that i"lad stpported strearnflcM

were being cepleted, as were the cquifers fn:>m whiOl irrigation punping

\'o'aS taking place. As will be seen in the next section, x:eserroir levels

had been drawn d:1wn to very 1cM levels in the preceding year - to zero

in the case of wany small resenoirs. 'lhus, irrigation applications and

releases for streamflCM maintenance were 00Nn sharply in 1977.

In the northeast, tile South Platte and Cache la Poudre flaN's were

falling. ~he Platte fell to near-historical 1cMs at Ole Balzac, fIall the

42nd percentile in 1976 to 18th percentile f1CM in 1977•.

'!he Arkansas River d:>Ininates the southeast, and it fell from about

the 30th perrentile to belCM the 15th perrentile. ~\1e Rio Gran"". in

the south-central part of the state. fell from about 65th perrentile in

1976 to the 8th perrentile valuo in 1977.
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These streamflow data bring out a very important point for drought manage

ment in streamflow-dependent regions: the drought is not over just because

precipitation has .i.ITproved. Streamflows can continue to fall sharply long after

precipitation appears to have recovered. The most severe water shortage may

oc= long after the. ''IT'eteorOlogical drought" has ended.

4. Reservoir storage. Partial data on the volumes of reservoir storage were

available for 1976-1978. For individual reservoirs, it was possible to ccmpare

the level of each m:Jnth of the years 1976, 1977, and 1978 with that m:Jnth I s average

level over the preceding 10 year period. The problem was our inability to get

access to the data on many of the state's reservoirs.

Reservoir storage is important to any region with highly variable river

flows, for through this storage a reliable water supply can be produced. If

reservoirs are not typically emptied annually and are big enough to carry sane

water over frern one year to the next or to m:Jre distant future years, they can

provide sane protection against droughts that last m:Jre than one year. This

over-year storage is generally quite costly, however, since reservoir size IlRlst

be extended, the storage is oCcupied for a long period before the water is

beneficially used, and evaporative or seepage losses can be high.

Reservoi:m in COloracb range from the very large feceral Blte Mesa

and Navajo Reservoi:m to hundreds of very small :reservoi:m used by ditch

oonpanies for storage and flCIN regulation. The interests of this study

have CETltered on the small reservoi:m since .they are cevoted to local

water slWly, in oontrast to the feceral multiple-puzpose :reservoi:m that

are operated as part of a huge western U.S. system.
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The ways in which small reservoirs are managed can be very important during

drought. l-bst of these reservoirs are typically managed on an annual fill-and

errq:>ty cycle that captures snCl\\ltlelt in the spring and holds the water until it

is needed for irrigation in mid-to-late SUllI1ler. During the 1976-77 drought,

this pattern of management was generally continued. H<Mever, the beneficial

results that actually were experienced by sane irrigation canpanies fran chang

ing their release patterns and the large potential for the reduction of drought

losses if similar changes are used by oth~ irrigation canpanies inply that

further studies of small reservoir management policies during drought are

warranged. Sane preliminary results are given in Chapter III.

In Water Resources Division 1 (see Fig. 1, p. 3 ), the general

inpression is that reservoir storage levels were not far belClill nonnal

during 1976 and 1977. Adjoining Districts 8 and 80 had levels of 60% and

70% of historical nontllly levels in July 1976 and June 1977, but other

Districts (such as 2 and 9) had above nonnal storage levels. Inability

to gain access to the data for the eastem plains Districts 49 and 65

has prevented reporting in that area, although similar Districts in the

southeast (Division 2) e~rienced very lClill storage levels.

Division 2 had qui te varied e~rience in tems of reservoir levels.

Districts 11, 13, 15, and 19 appear to have been close to their historical

pattem on a nonth-by-nonth basis. Adja::ent Districts 12 and 16 were

cbffito about 50% of nonnal storage. Districts 10, 17, and 67 (i.e. nortn

of the Atkansas) fell to around 10% of normal levels during the years in

question. 'lhis d:les !12!:. inply that large danages o=red from water

shortage, but it d:les indicate a seriously increased vulnerabilit¥ to

a:mtinuation of the drought.
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Analysis of Division 3 was very limited. Storage levels appear to

have dropped slightly below average in later 1976 and to have fallen

further to ctJout 40% of nomal throughout 1977. Division 4's limited data

indicated that storage levels in the North Fbxk Valley dropped very low

. in late 1977 (20% of IlOIlthly nonrals) with rapid recovery in 1978. Taylor

Paxk Heservoir in District 59 fell steadily to 40% in June 1978.

Division 5 is cbll'linated by large feceral and municipal (Lake Dillon ~

Denver) reservoirs: Shad::M !'buntain, Grand Lake, Lake Granby, Willians

Fbxk, Green !'buntain, and Rl:edi. Fbr the nost part, these reservoirs are

managed for non~local interests, including west-wice power and irrigation.

Further, the basin is the origin of nest of the COloJ:aoo's flow, so there

are always flows in excess of locally held rights. 'Jl1US, the :reservoir

data have little to cb with the availability of water for local pw:poses.

Division 6 has little reservoir storage, and mum of what exists

consists of state fish and gane reservoirs. 'l'he fw active :reservoirs

in District 58 were below oonral, and those in District 47 (the North

Platte drainage) appear to have been significantly below nonral.

~e picture in Division 7 was serious, as previously indicated by

precipitation and streamflow data. Several small reservoirs were dry

all during 1976 ~ 1977. LeIlOIl and Vallecito, the largest reservoirs in

the Division were carefully managed on, an annual basis with sene attention

to the possible continuation of drought. Vallecito held bad< early releases,

saving for late season needs with careful division aIlOIlg the various ditch

conpanies served. In District 30 containing tne Animas and Florida Rivers
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and Laron Reservoir, the greatest protective actions observed in this study

were undertaken: (1) cooperation was worl<:ed out by the Water camtissioner so

that senior rights did not call their water, making it possible to share avail

able water Jrore in keeping with the econcmi.c allocations; (2) reservoir water

was held back to bring to harvest rCM crops with large late season demands.

In sumnary, the southeastern and southwestern parts of the state generally

had lCM reservoir levels in. 1976 and 1977, increasing their vulrierability to

continued drought. Reservoirs that normally fluctuate widely during the year

generally had Jrore severe drawdCMns durirlg the drought,expex-iencing greater

difficulty in refilling to normal levels.

5. General sUllTllarY. The drought of 1976-1977 was clearly etched in the records

of precipitation, 1976 being a very lCM year with substantial meteorological

recovery through heavy rains in the early S\.lllII1& of 1977. StreamflCMS behaved

in quite the opposite way, with the Jrost severe drops occurring in 1977. The

. effects of drought continued long after precipitation recovery, in the fonn of

lCM streamflCMS and lCMer than normal reservoir levels. Part of the lCM flCM

condition was due to the emptying of small reservoirs in 1976 and attarpts to

refill then in 1977 • The lCM streamflCM conditions and exhausted reservoirs

illlply that continuation of meteorological drought into 1977-78 would haveind\lced

ruch more severe illlpacts than those that occurred in 1976 and 1977.

Another illlportant point requires emphasis: there was great variation in

the meteorological and hydrologic conditions found in the state in 1976 and 1977.

Adjacent Districts often expex-ienced very different conditions. An exanple would

be District 30 (Animas and Florida Rivers, plus LerrDn Reservoir) that had a
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near-normal supply, partly because of careful reservoir managsnent., and adjacent

District 33 that faced such critical conditions that all water had to be devoted

to dcmestic and stock: uses. This diversity has inplications for drought policy.
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II.
IMPACl'S OF DROUGHT ON SMALL 'J:'CmNS IN COIDAAOO

This stlXiy investigates drought-related problens in batn ruIai areas

and small f:c1Nns. 'I'he reasons for distinguishing the two types of areas

are obvious: (a) in rural areas, the principal water use is irrigation

supplerrented by stock watering and minor Cbmastic supplies, while the

smaller f:c1Nns me water primarily for residential pw;poses, supplerrented

by CDl11Tercial and public sector mes; (b) the physical systens for the

provision of water are mu:::h different, sonetioos beginning with quite

different sources and certainly in terns of different distribution systems;

(c) the institutions tllat have been ceveloped to administer tile water

systeIrs, botll legal and organizational, are quite different and have quite

different inplications for water policies and strategies during drought.

we have also chosen to confine the study of ta.ms to tne smaller tclioInS

of CbloraCb since they appear tD have rather unique water-related problems.

'Ihe smaller f:c1Nns lack tile specialized 1leSources, ilUl1an and physical, tnat

can be afforded by cities. Because of limited water use, tile scale economies

of larger water systems are not available to them. The financial base is

often too weak to fund energencies. 'lhus it appeared that the greatest

benefits would rooo from studying the drought-related pxoblems of these

smaller tclioInS. While no fixed limit on tam. size was established, the

average population of tile 62 te1fm.S studied in detail was 3,264 with a range

fran 32 to 40,460.

A. The survey of TcMns.
To identify tile problems faced by the town water agencies during the

drought and to develop a picture of tile agencies tl1emselves, a questionnaire
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(see Appendix to this report) was sent out to 126 different towns across the

state. The names of the towns that were chosen for the survey carne fran lists

provided by several government agencies: The Division of Local Affairs, The u.s.

Bureau of Reclamation
l

; The Farmers' Hone Administration; and the 13 State

Planning and Management Regions. These lists included the names of towns that

the government agencies felt had experienced sane difficulties during the drought.

Initially only 45 questionnaires were returned, even after a second

follow-up letter had been sent. To explore the differences between the

respondents and non-respondents, 15 of the non-respondents were pandomly

selected from each Planning District and ocntacted directly by telephone .

. In every case, the person ocntacted agreed either to return the question

naire imrediately or answered over the telephone. The CXJll1!?arison between

the initial respondents and those ocntacted by phone indicated very little

difference between the UNo groups. The low response rate appears to have

been due to the limited staff available in the small t:cMns. 62 towns

finally responded.

In addition to the mail survey, many personal and phone interviews

were held with people directly involved with the t:cMn water agencies.

Several of the persons on the staffs of the State Planning and l1anagernent

Regions who had been designated Regional Drought coordinators as well as

members of various town staffs were personally interviewed.

The list of towns that responded and infonnation regarding the mail survey

cdverage of the various Planning Regions are given in Table 3. Town locations

can be checked on a State map.

1 Now the Water and Power Resources Service.
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Table 3

Respondents To Town Mail Survey

Planning Region I (12 sent, 7 received): Akron, Brush, Fort l'brgan, Merino,
Ovid, Sedgewicll, Yuma

Planning Region II (10 sent, 7 received): Berthod, Erie, Firestone, Gilcrest,
Grover, Loveland, Nunn

Planning Region III (13 sent, 9 received): Bennett, Black Hawk, Brighton,
. Central City, Idaho Springs, Lafayette, Longrront, Nederland, Silver Pltme

Planning Region IV (4 sent, 1 received) Fairplay

Planning Region V (2 sent, o received)

Planning Region VI (11 sent, 3 received): Holly, Lamar, Wiley

PlaniUng Region VII (4 sent, 2 received) : Aguilar, !'bdel

Planning Region VIII (8 sent, 2 received): Center, Del Norte

Planning Region IX (8 sent, 5 received): Bayfield, Dove Creek, Man, Pagosa
Springs, Rice

Planning Region X (19 sent, 10 received): Ceparidge, Crawford, Crested Butte,
Gunnison, Olathe, Ophir, Orchard City, Ouray, Ridgeway, Telluride

Planning Region XI (10 sent, 5 received): Collbran, Craig, Grand Valley,
New Castle, Rifle

Planning Region XII (19 sent, 8 received): Aspen, Fraser, Grand Lake, GypsWl, .
Hayden, Snowmass, Walden, Yampa

Planning Region XIII (5 sent, 3 received): Buena Vista, Coal Creek, Salida

Total Sent: 126

Total Received: 62
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Of the 62 responding towns, the average population was 3,264. Of the

water agencies that supplied these towns, 60% used a flat rate billing system

with a fixed charge per biiling period while 38% had sane type of block rate

structure. Slightly over half had a regular maintenance program for their

water system. While 90% did own surface water rights, only 69% felt these were

adequate to meet peak demand. 38% indicated t:h.it renting water fran other water

users was possible to increase the available water supply. During the drought,
I

48% of the towns actually applied for assistance, 64% of these to the FroHA, 29%

to the State Division of IDeal Affairs. 44% of the respondents had applied for

assistance before. Table 4 presents sane of the interesting characteristics

of the sample.

Table 4

Charactersitics of the Sarrple Towns

Average population
Average water revenue
Flat rate structure (fixed charge per billing period)
Block rate structure (price/thous. gals. varies)
sewage system managed by sarre agency
Water funds roorged with general fund
Sewage system funds separated from water funds
Average hours/week of t= water manager
Length of tiroo water manager has been at job
Full-time personnel*
Part tiroo personnel
Average nrnrber of hours per week for part time personnel
Have regular maintenance & replaceroont program
Agencies with sinking funds for maintenance and replaceroont
Water right ownership .
Able to meet peak demands
Renting of water from other users possible·
Charter restrictions on debt or use of funds
Applied for assistance before drought
Heard about assistance programs during drought
Applied for assistance
FroHA assistance
Division of Local Affairs Assistance
Funds applied toward new problem •
Funds applied toward old problem
Problems not related to drought

3,264
$100,000

60%
38%
54%
19%
94%

26 hours
2.5 years

3.9 people
1.1 people

4.3
50%
60%
90%
69%
38%

6%
44%
65%
48%
31%
14%
10%
27%
12%

* Probably high due to one or two t=s with large number of personnel
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B. Problems Encountered by Tcwns During the Drought.

The drought not only created neN water shortage problems, but, as was

rrore often the case, nagnified older, rrore persistent problems with the

physical structure of the system and the nanagernent techniques being used.

Several problems came about directly as a result of laver water supplies.

The first and rrost obvious was the increasing gap between supply and demand,

caused by lowered stream levels, precipitation, arid water tables, plus

increased use of water to keep lawns, gardens, and fields sufficiently

irrigated.

To lessen this gap, conservation was encouraged both locally and

regionally. While this alleviated the intensity of the st:\I?Ply problem,

it often generated another equally troublesOll'e problem of falling water

revenues. After a very successful program initiated by the Colorado vlater

Congress to get people to cut back on their water usage, the water agency of

one tavn started a carrpaign to get people to use rrore water. The lack of

adequate water revenues was felt by the water board to put that tavn's

system in jeopardy as it reduced the funds that were necessary for a

proper maintenance program. The tavn based its "counter conservation"

approach on the fact that the tavn actually had an over-abundance of water

and that if the conservation practices continued, this 'WOuld require the

tavn to raise the water rates to keep sufficient funds available for the

maintenance program. The same problem in San Francisco had earlier received

wide!ilpread publicity.

To nake natters worse, maintenance costs frequently rose substantially

during the drought as a result of the law water levels. AIrong other things,

water lines tended to freeze rrore often as a result of insufficient snow

cover to act as insulation, and low levels in storage reservoirs resulted

in greater algae growth, pushing the system beyond the prescribed health and!
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or aesthetic standards. With decreased storage, there was also concern that

there would be an inadequate reserve and pressure in the water system for

proper fire protection.

Towns dependent on surface water supplies often were in fear of having more

senior rights holders call their rights with the possibility of leaving

the town with an even lower or no supply of water. As far as is kno.m,

.this did not happen, although there were disputes over town water withdrawals.

Another problem arose in connection with water rights that towns had

acquired as provision for grcwth and drought protection: several to.ms

found they had no means to divert the water to their svstems.

In several instances, adjacent tcwns found themselves faced with

shortages and surpluses simultaneously. Provision for interconnection of

to.ms when distances are short could be the best way of responding to

drought risk. The same situation was often found in New England during the

1961 - 1967 drought.

On the whole, the problems that the drought brought to the surface were

.the result of larger, much longer processes. The first would be s:i.mply the

age of many of the town water systems. In many instances, they were installed

over sixty years ago by the railroad or mining c(;(lqJany that built the town,

theo.mership and responsibility gradually changing over the years. For

many of the older systems, there has never been any kind of regular

maintenance program. The towns tend to deal with major difficulties as they

arise. As long as the system works well enough to sllpply =rent demands of

the corrmunity, upkeep has a very 1= priority. The water revenues are

frequently insufficient to provide for basic upkeep or a sinking fund for

emergencies even if these were considered.

Unfortunately, there appears to be little incentive for the to.ms not

to prorrote a system of "crisis management". 'I'cMns have corne to realize they

can count on various state and federal agencies to bail them out when a major
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problem arises, especially when the teMn is ih a poorer part of the state.

State and federal prograrrs are often structured in such a wCij that the IIDre

poorly managed systems are the ones that can IIDst easily obtain funds to help

alleviate their problems. One teMn, for example, that was supplied principally

by a surface decree tried to get funds to supplement their. grouridwater back-up

supply that was inadequate to supply the needs of the conmunit:y. Because

the teMn had managed to stay out of debt and could, therefore, technically

still borrow from other institutions,they were ineligible for IIDst of the

available aid prograrrs. In contrast, a nearby teMn of the SaJl'e size that

was heavily indebted was awarded over $150,000 to deal with a problem

resulting pr:iJnarily from poor water oonservation efforts.

Similar problems exist with newly built systems and ones upon which

major inprovements are made. Once the system is constructed (be it mains,

I1'eters, treatI1'entfacilities, etc.), they are usually not well maintained·

thereafter. As noted before, part of this is due to inadequate generation

of local water revenue funds, while additional JIDnies are rarelyincl1.ided

in the original grant to maintain the system. Failure to maintain and

manage systems properly is· also partly due to the fact that the agencies

that give the funds fail to follow through with continuing checks on the local

program, even though they are usually required to do so by legislation, and/or

their own rules and regulations. In 13ddition, smaller teMns frequently sinply

do not have operations and maintenance personnel with enough training and

experience to maintain and manage the systems as they were designed to be.

Towns are continually plagued by the exodus of personnel just when they have

acquired the needed experience, as they rrove to largerteMns with better pay.
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Many tcwns felt heavily burdened, financially and managerically, by the

imposition of new types of waste treatment metho:1s and various other new programs

and regulations by the state and federal governments. Several towns noted a

lack of consistency in what was required of the towns by various regulatory

programs. Requiranents often differed substantially fran one year to the next

as well as fran town to town. Towns frequently expressed the opinion that they

~uld be more likely to give a system the care it needed if they felt it ~uld

not be shortly outdated by new regulations. Credibility of the need for new

methods or systems and a belief in the stability of requirements would have a

positive effect on the care of the systems.

Sane town problems si:rrply relate to the inefficient use of the water that

is available. As noted before, there are the basic physical problems of

obtaining water fran closer or higher points of diversion and keeping leakage

in the mains to a minimum. Other needless losses cane about as the result of

excessive use of the existing water, partly encouraged by the prevalent rate

structures.

Table 5 below lists the :iIclrediate, apparently drought-related problems

encountered, followed by a list of the Jrore :Eundaroental, long-term underlying

problems of the snall tcwns.

(Table 5 !le+e)

C. Solutions Used by Towns to Alleviate Problems.

A variety of responses was directed towards these problems, both :lmnediate,

short-term measures and longer-term measures. Inrnediate physical. solutions

were based mainly on an int~sified program of maintenance: water lines were

cleaned .out, patched and sealed when necessary to stop leaking, and wells were
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Table 5

Drought-Related Tam Problems:
IrmIedi.ate and Iong-Term

IrmIedi.ate, Drought-Triggered:

1. inability to rreet water derrands

2. no reserve for fire protection

3. water supply system losses high

4. deterioration of water quality, both surface and groundwater

5. inadequate ownership of sufficiently senior water rights to
guarantee supplies during drought

6. revenues from water sales fall just when they are IlOst needed for
dealing with drought problems

7. payrrent of legal fees for assistance in locating aid, in dealing
with water rights, and in contacts with agencies so high that
no funds available for engineering and managetrent assistance

Longer-Term, Underlying Problems:

1. inadequate level of managetrent, with a nearly complete absence of
long-term planning and reliance on "crisis managetrent" strategy

2. local citizen apathy except at ti.nes of crisis, because of lack of
local leadership and education on water affairs

3. no consistency in state and federal prograns over ti.ne, including
absence of audits and follow-up to determine whether or not funds
and new systerrs being used as planned

4. charges for water inadequate to ClOver maintenance and replacenent and,
where rretering used, inadequate to stimulate careful use

5. water financial accounts rrerged into town general accounts, with
water revenues being used for general town purposes

6. federal and state "bail-outs" reward poor managetrent and reIlOVe
incentives for good, imaginative local planning and problem-solving.
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sunk deeper to make up for the lowered water table. On the demand side, there

were local and state efforts to educate the public to various conservation

practices through the use of the madia, while many towns Wrote ordinances that

required better .conservation, including various types of restrictions on water

use and, in sane cases, actual rationing. Serne increased their water rates to

discourage excessive use of water and to help coVer the higher costs often

in=red. In a few instances where increased conservation was not sufficient

or when there simply was not enough water for even basic needs, tCMrlS obtained

water fran nearby game and fish reservoirs through state cooperation and fran

fanners who volunteered to share or "rent" their water. Four towns experienced

conplete failure of their traditional water supplies and had water trucked in.

The effects of the longer-tenn solutions were not, on the whole,

felt substantially during the 1976 - 77 drought. This was partly due to the

fact that state and federal aid programs were begun beyond the mid-point'

of the drought. These solutions for the rrost part were a.i.ITed at increasing

the availability of water as well as encouraging conservation. In the latter

case, many towns began programs to install water rreters. In the forrrer,

towns began the process to obtain rrore water rights or rearrange the structure

of their existing rights. There were several instances where capacity of the

towns I treatrrent facilities was the limiting factor, so steps were undertaken

to expand treatrrent capacity. In sorre cases, additional wells were drilled.

The drought made it clear to several tCMnS that their prevailing rate

levels were inadequate and the rate structures inappropriate to deal with -the

pressures placed on them by the drought. Serre rates were found to be far too
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low to encourage conservation. p,s a reS1.!lt, at least one town raised its

rates three times during the two Ye<l+s of dr0l.lght. One rural d~stic water

corrpany added a penalty rate of $3.00 per thousand gallons. Fates historically

had been jret to meet basic expenditures but not high enough to provide for capital

irrprovemepts or major repair work. One town, in the iEace of thii? problem, added

a $5.00 Slll"charge to all town water pills -- a measurl3 that in::r~sed revenue

but which would not rrotivate consUllle):"s to conserve water. Another small town

that needed extra revenue during the drought felt it unfair to raise rates

when people were getting ·far less water than before, so they enacted a 1% sales

tax.

Lower incane ccmmmities felt it difficult to increase rates to cover the

increased operating and mqintenance costs without putting an "unpear~le"

financial burden on the residents of that ccmmmity. They found it hard to

forge a ccmEortable balance between financial needs of the water utility and

equity to the custaners. However, oost qf the towns' revenues barely covered

operating costs, several flat rate towns cl:1arging only $2.00 per oonth for

resident;i"l water service.

Tabl.e 6 lists the vadous steps takeln to alleviate the drought-related

problems,

Taple 6

Solutions Used by Towns

Steps with Irrmadiate Impacts:

1. pbta;j.ned surface water on short-term exchange or cooperative basis
tran faJ:'ll'ers and State Fish and Game Ccmnission.

2. ';['rucl<ed,j.n water.
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Table 6 (continued):

3. Obtained permission to change points of diversion in order to
use more of existing rights.

4. Cleaned out and repaired water mains.

5. Undertcok restrictions in fonns of alternate day sprinkling uses,
sprinkler bans, and prohibition of outdoor Uses.

6. Undertcok rationing in the fonns of requested percentage reduction
fran previous year billing period or limitation to a fixed quantity
per billing period.

7. Raised water rates in one of the following ways:
a. monthly flat rates raised (e.g. $5 per month) ;
b. sharp increase in rate per IOOO gallons in metered towns;
c. started use of increasing block rate structure in metered towns.

Steps with Longer-Tenn Effects:

1. Used increased revenues for system repairs and expansion.

2. Obtained state and federal aid for system repairs and expansion.

3. Applied for or purchased additional water rights.

4. Installed water meters.

5. Supplemented surface supplies with stand-by wells.

6. Imposed local sales tax to help fund water system.

It is clear that town water managers dislike turning to restrictions or

rationing
l

and perceive these steps to be costly in tenns of their own professional

standing in the ccmnunity. Yet these steps may be the most econanical, rational

way of dealing with the infrequent, severe drought. Carrying excess system

capacities and distribution systems sufficient to meet all extreme, infrequent

events can be very costly to a town. OCcasional "belt-tightening" can save a

lot of money in the long-run. This is another case where federal or state pro-

~or the distinction between restrictions and rationing, see the next
paragraph. The :importance of this distinction was brought to our attention
by Arme U. White.
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grams that provide financing only for supply develop:nent may discourage local

initiatives that represent the best solution.

The distinction between restrictions and rationing should be kept clear.

The fonner limits time and type of use but does not necessarily affect the·

quantity of water witiilrawn. The latter requires meters and limits quantity

but leaves the user the choice of time and type of use. Which is to be used

depends on which component of the water supply system is actually limiting or

threatening to limit service. If treatment and/or delivery capacity is limiting

the ability to meet peak demands without unacceptable loss of pressure, then

timing restrictions are in order. If raw water shortage is the main problem,

then type of use restrictions or rationing are called for.

It is interesting to note the types of rationing programs and restrictions

used in the northern San Francisco Bay area where metropolitan1 drought condi-
,

tions were the II'Ost severe:

a. percentage reduction fran previous year's billing period,

b. limitation to a seasonal allotment, Le. a fixed arrount per

house or ccmnereial establishment per billing period that varies

with the reason;

c. limitation to a fixed allotment for billing period;

d. partial or total bans on outdoor uses.

Enforcement of the first 3 types requires metering, while the last does not.

1 John Olaf Nelson, "Northern california Rationing Lessons," paper

presented at the Engineering Foundation Water Conservation Conference, Rindge,

New Hanpshire, July 1979.
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John Nelson, General Manager of the North Marin County Water District,

emphasizes that 1

" .•• (effective)rationing can only be achieved through the
voluntary camri:tritent of the consumer, and to earn that ccmnit
rnent, the utility must ccmnunicate the shortage problem and
required rationing solution to the consumer via the media in
a lucid and truthful fashion."

Regarding water rate increases as a demand-roanaging measure during

drought, three observations are in order: (1) small short-term increases are

unlikely to be effective; (2) large short-term penalty rates can be effective

(one system irrg;x:>sed a $3 per thousand gallon penalty rate and demand fell 50%)

but meet with public resentment; (3) rate increases have their greatest

impacts in the longer term as habit patterns and the stock of water-using

appliances and garden areas are changed.

D. The Role of Water Metering.

Metering of residential and ccmnercial water use was infrequent in the

smaller tcMns before the 1976-77 drought. Many metering programs were initiated

during and after the drought. One metered Colorado 1nIm. noted that it was

financially better off during the drought than before because it purrped. more

water and collected more revenue. Another metered 1nIm. in which conservation

education had been successful ran into financial problems because it sold much

less water and its revenues fell while costs were high because of emergency

measures and increased operating costs.

,Non-metered flat-rate tcMns, by definition, had constant revenues. In,

sene cases, where demand increased because of the droUght, operating costs

1 ibid.
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went up, causing severe financial problems. In other cases, where demand went

down because of public conserVation education, there were no financial problems.

The well-kn= Jolms Hopkins University study of 'residential water use 1

leaves no doubt that rretering reduces water demands, not only on an annual

basis but the maximum day and peak hour demmds are reduced. Table 7 SWlS

the results of that study, using data from both eastern U.S. and western U.S.

residential areas.

Table 7
Residential Water Use in Metered and Flat-Rate

Areas: October 1963 - September 1965

rretered areas flat-rate areas
(gallons per day per dwelling)

Annual averages:
leakage
in-house use
OUtside uses

total

Maximum day
Peak hour*

25
247
186
458

979
2481

36
236
420
692

2354
5170

* Peak hour rates expressed in gallons per day

Further analysis of the Johns Hopkins data by Howe and LInaweaver (1967) 2

~iCates that water dert)Cinds exh:iJ:>it a responsiveness to increased prices, once

I~tering is establif¢ed. That study indicated that the pdce elasticitl of
/

in-house uses Wiisabout -0.23, while western U.S. areas exh:iJ:>ited an outside
./

use priceel~sticityof about l.0.70.

lSee Linaweaver, F. P., Jr., John c. Geyer, and Jerane B. Wolff, Final
and S~ Report 2!:!. Phase ~, Residential Water Use Research Project, Johns
Hopkins Umversity, Department of Environmental ErBineering SCience, Baltirrore,
June 1966.

2Howe , Charles W. and F. P. Linaweaver, Jr., "The Impact of Price on
Residential Water Demand and Its Relation to System Design and Price Structure,"
Water Resources Research, Vol. 3, No.1, First Quarter, 1967.

3The price elasticity is the ratio of the percentage change in quantity
demanded to the percentage change in price. Thus, a 10% price hike would induce
a 2.3% reduction in in-house uses and a 7% reduction in 'outside uses.
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Rough data bear out a similar relationship for towns in COlorado.

According to Anderson 1, in 1978 per capita delivery in metered Boulder was

170 gallons per day, while in the unmetered towns of Fort COllins, Longmont, and

Greeley, deliveries were 198 gpd, 243 gpd, and 220 gpd. TJi.ese figures are not

corrected for other differences.

The studies just mentioned plus many others leave little doubt that sub

stantial long-term conserVation can be aChieved through metering. Whether the

installation of meters is justified for a particular town in the long term

depends upon the conditions of raw water availability and the frequency and

sharpness of peak demands and ION water supplies. The 3 najor advantages of

metering are: (1) the saving of rEM water; (2) the reduction in rraxiIlIum day

and peak hour demands; (3) the reductions in treatment capacity anddistribu

tion system capacity that are possible because of (2).

.. It is less clear that metering is a good way to deal with infrequent

drought events. That is, if metering is not justified in terms of the long-run

savings noted above, it seems unlikely that it could be justified in terms of

its usefulness during drought. One reason is that the price elasticity values

mentioned above are long-run elasticities, reflecting full adjustment to the

ffidsting water price. For in-house uses, the mlllIDer and types of water-using

appliances have been adjusted to the price of water, while outside garden,

lawn, and pool areas have been similarly adjusted. When an infrequent drought

occurs, these water-using systans are already installed and their ONnerS will

be reluctant not to use them. Short-term price elasticities are likely to be

J."ersonal correspondence fran Rayrrond L. Anderson dated March 14, 1980.
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l.<:;wer than the values given above. It shoulo. be renembered, however, that

actual rationing requires meters.

In those cases where the costs of metering are not warranted by the savings

in rOM water developnent costs an:i cllstribution capacity costs, the use of

restrictions may still be effective. Little is actually krlcmn about the

effectiveness of restrictions. Anderson (1980, forthcaning) has carried. out one

of the few quantitative studies that analyzed water use in Fort COllins during

1977 • During the six-week period of JUly 15 to August 23, several ~s of

restrictions were alternately used: no waterin<] allowed; scm9 watering allowed;

1/3 of the city illlowed to water; 1/2 of the city allowed to wq.ter. After

correcting for changes in weather conditions that had served to reduce potential

evapotranspiration considerably, Anderson found that these restrictions could

be expected to reduce Fort COllins municipal water withdrCMals by approximately

20%.

Metering can be and should be subjected to benefit-cost analysis before

bein<] undertaken. Jong (1968) carried out such a study for Boulder, COlorado.

The costs per meter per year were calculated to be $12.50 (at that time) , while

the saving in water withdrawals was estinated to be 83 gallons per capita per

day. At a water <XlSt of 18 cents per thousand gallons, a dwelling with foUr

persons would reduce withdrawals by about 121,000 gallons per year, for a

savings of $21.75 per year. The benefit~cost ratio was 1.74.

The Jong study anitted the costsavin<]s for sewage treatment that~d

follow meterin<] (between 60% and 75% of withdrawals are returned through the

sanitary sewer system) and probably did not attribute enough cost saving in

terms of possible long-run reductions in treatment and distribution capacity.
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Several tCMnS mentioned difficulties that they perceived to be associated

with meters: (a) the expense of installation; (b) the costs of reading meteri;

(c) maintenance costs; (d) the freezing of meters in the winter. In addition,

equity and "externality" objections to metering are frequently voiced. Meter

ing might increase the water bills of the poor and interfere with the gardening

activities of retired persons. These equity objections can, however, be over-

ccrre through increasing-block rate structures that permit adequate water use

at a low initial rate or (in the age of computeriZed billing) using special

rates for senior citizens.

The "externalities" argument is that unrnetered water results in a greener

environment to everyone's advantage and that metering is likely to damage the

aesthetic appearance of towns. Casual canparisons of unrnetered Fort COllins and

Greeley with metered Boulder indicate no obvious differences. Further, judging

a green (transplanted midwestern or eastern) environment to be superior to

ecosystems native to the region is a value judgment on which there is consider

able disagreement. 2

In surmnary, it appears that IlDst of the value of metering is related to

long-term savings of water and water system investment and not primarily to its

value during drought. Each town should undertake a careful assessment of the

benefits or costs that might accrue during drought.

1 TCMnS elsewhere that have tried voluntary meter reading by users have
experienced substantial, systematic under-reporting of water used•.

2 Raymond L. Anderson has frequently raised the equity and externality
objections to metering as a panacea to water management problems. See
Anderson (1980).
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III.

THE IMPACl'S OF DROOGHT ON RURAL WATER
ENTITIES· PROIlIDING WATER FOR IRRIGATION

AND 0l'HER RURAL USES.

It should again be emphasized that the rural experience during the 1976-77

drought was quite diverse. Sane water Districts faced extrerre meteorological

and hydrologic conditions and were significantly damaged econanically, while

close-by Districts managed their water carefully, in some cases even experienc

ing increased crop yields as a result. Any/program aimed at drought mitigation

must be keyed to this diversity.

On the average, the econanic :i.rrpacts of the drought on agriculture were

exaggerated in tenns of the descriptions given of current conditions and in

tenns of forecasts. This is not to deny sane locally severe conditions (e.g. in

District 33), but the drought did exhibit the wide range that exists for improving

irrigation water management.

Rural water supply organizations tend to treat drought years much the

Salle as other years. Drought is understood as a terrporary event and, during

, the first recognized year of drought, farmers tend to act as if soil rroisture

levels will be sufficient for regular plantings. The presence of reservoirs

helped many Districts during the first year, enough water being carried over

from the previous winter to alleviate the precipitation shortage. Beyond the

first year, farmers and ranchers (often third or fourth generation and having

been through drought before) fall back on helpful remedies of the past:

reduction of acreages planted, trucking in water for stock and dorrestic purposes,

getting stock feed assistance from governrrent agencies, etc. Unfortunately
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for stockrn3n, the poor growing and pasture conditions are usually aco::mpanied

by ICM beef prices because of general thinning of herds.

Drought induces various fo:rms of highly generous and efficient cooperation

in the sharing of water: senior rights holders agree not to call their water

so that others can share; tCMns and fanners share water in both directions;

water users oollaborate in the storage and IlOre careful application of water.

However, as the drought extends, the extent and enthusiasm for such cooperation

diminishes.

The main source of info:rmation concerning conditions, problems, and pro-

cedures follCMed in the rural areas was the Division Engineers (State Division

of Water Resources) of the seven state Water Divisions and IreIlbers of their

staffs, plus info:rmation provided by the State Engineer's office. In addition,

managers of several irrigation districts were intervi6lWed and,again, the

Regional Drought Coordinators provided additional info:rmation.

A. Agricultural Drought Experiences in the Seven State Water Resource Divisions.

Division I exhibited the smallest percentage deviation of precipitation

from the long-term average and also had several other factors that helped them

through the dry years. First, groundwater irrigation rrade possible by the
(;:<

very large size of the alluvial aquifers in the valleys of the South Platte and

its tributaries accounts for over 40% of total irrigation, and that figure is

increasing. Many i=igation cx:>rrq:>anies had wells drilled before the drought

and used them as backup. Secondly, the Big ThOl1IJSon Project that supplies much

of the western part of the Division is organized in such a way that shares of

water can readily change hands on both teIrpora:ry and pe:rmanent bases. There
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is also a substantial degree of sharing between t:cJNns such as Greeley that

might have excess water and the agricultural sector that might have need of

that water. Finally, there was good carryover in the reservoirs for the first

year of the drought, although the second year there was virtually no carryover.

Only the rains that started in May, 1978, prevented very severe consequences.

Division 2 had a relatively poor year in tenns of precipitation in 1977.

Since about 90% of the irrigated land in the Arkansas Basin is fed by ditchwater

with only limited use of groundwater, the decrease in surface water availability

proved to be a 1.ar\Jer problem. During the drought, a new system of storage

cooperation was set up in the western portion of the Division. While the water

users had normally irrigated throughout the winter, they unanirrously agreed to

store the water that was due them from Noverrber to March in a COIlIIlOn large

reservoir. This reduced evaporation and stored water for a more critical time.

The ditch systems in use in Division 2 have been pretty much the sane since

1900. Even the data system that lets users know h= much water there is and

when it will pass their ditches has been in operation since 1926.

District 11 holds fairly junior water rights and suffered heavily from lack

of precipitation. Pastures were severely danaged. District 12 generally holds

senior rights and, therefore, was not as severely inpacted. District 13 has

mostly alfalfa and native grasses, irrigated f= small streams, many of which

are epherreral. Conditions there were not too far from nomal. District 14

holds senior rights and experienced very fEM prcblems except in areas i.nmedi.ately

around Pueblo where, as noted earlier, sorre areas were short of ditch water

while the city itself had large reserves of water. Districts 17 and 67 hold

fairly senior surface rights, supplenented by wells. These Districts were not

severely inpacted.
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In sll!lll1al:Y, there was sane fairly general damage to pastures and fairly
severe soil losses that will take several years of good conditions to undo. It

is clear that much rrore serious damage would have resulted in 1978 had not rains
retUI:ns to no:rmal in the early Slllllll9r.

Division 3 no:rmally has less annual precipitation than rrost of the other
Divisions and over 60% of all irrigation is from sprinklers. This percentage
is increasing. In addition to the usual prdJ1ems related to groundwater irri
gation such as a falling water table and attempts to l:i.mi.t ~ing, this Division
has constant concern over satisfying the Rio Grande Conpact. So much of the

Valley's water has been appropriated that it is sometiIres difficult to rreet the
obligation. A great deal of uncertainty surrounds the effects the increasing'

use of groundwater nay have on the area's ability to fulfill their conpact
requirerrents. During the drought there was very little Ccirq;lact administration
at all. Again the experiences of the several Districts were quite different.
One District within this Division is well kn= for the high level of continued
ccoperation anong the water users that makes it possible to rreet its share of
the necessary deliveries regardless of the anount of precipitation. Hc:Mever, in
some instances there was a distinct lack of cooperation and great short-sighted
ness, inCluding apathy towards new techniques for rrore efficient water use and

soil conservation.

There were prdJlems of enforcing water rights and, as noted in Division 1,
it was strongly felt that such enforeerrent had been made much rrore difficult by

new state laws, passed in 1969. Previously, it had been possible for a water
nester to padlOck a headgate and fine a misuser i.rJIrediate1y. Now a tiIre-consum
ing process is required that takes much of the "sting" out of enforeerrent.
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In this Division, the effects of drought continued to be felt through

the severe dri'll'ldc:mrl of groundwater that oc=red. Several years will be re

quired to recharge IlOst areas -- if, indeed, the increasing punping even

permits old levels to be attained.

Division 4 contains large acreages of orchards, large hay and livestock

operations, and.a small arrount of irrigated cropland. The orchards survived

through an ability to "rent" water from other rights =ners, paying as much as

$200 for a 1 c.f.s. flow for 24 hours (approximately 2 acre-feet). Livestock

and hay operations suffered the IlOst, since much of the hay crop failed and

herds had to be sold off at low prices. As noted in other areas, drought and

low prices oc=ring separately can be handled rather well, but they are

terribly difficult to withstand together. Crop production was generally 50-75%

of normal, with the irrpacts on yields continuing into 1978 because of depleated

soil lIDisture.

Nearly all irrigation is from surface sources, groundwater being used only

for dorrestic and stock p1lIp)ses. In 1976-77, many fanrers had to truck water

for dorrestic and stock P1lIp)ses. Reservoir carIY,;over in that year greatly

helped, but there would have been no car:ry-over in 1977-78 if it had not been

for the rains in the sumrer of 1978. Effective use of small reservoirs was

facilitated by senior rights =ners allowing the reservoirs to store until

later in the season when water was critical to crop and orchard survival, rather

than calling for all of their allotted water earlier in the season. Reservoir

car:ry-over was reduced in sorce cases by the attitudes of field-crop gIOWers that

they preferred to get the best crop possible one year, rather than risking two
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years' crops by attenpting to stretch water in storage over two years. fure

will be said about this in Section C of this chapter.

Division 5 is dominated by the main stem of the Colorado River and its

main tributaries: the Blue, the Eagle, the Roaring Fork, and Plateau Creek.

The valleys are steep and narrow with nost irrigated acreage oc=ring in the

Grand Valley above Grand Junction. Grand Valley users cut back water use

substantially, while many ranchers sold off their cattle and let their water

stay in the stream.

Generally, there was good reservoir carry-over in 1976-77 and 1977-78,

but this would not have been the case if the drought had continued a third year.

District 45 along Divide Creek appeared to be the hardest hit area, while

District 39 fared well because of substantial reservoir capacity.

Division 6 contains the White and Yarrpa Rivers. The flows of the mainstem

rivers were generally good during the drought, but it was with the smaller

tributary strearnsthat the lTI3.jor problerrs arose. Many of these streams were

conpletely dry in the surnrer of 1976, leaving ranches without ditch water. As

a result, the grass and hay crops failed and large amounts of stock were sold

off. SUllITer rains in 1977 saved the area from much !lOre severe agricultural

consequences •

Stearri:Joat Springs had adequate water because of large storage capacity

and the ownership of senior surface rights on Fish Creek. Rangeley and Craig

had acute water shortages. Water held in Fish and Game reservoirs was frequently

lTI3.de available by the state to various towns. Senior rights owners generally

called their rights and left junior rights holders "high and dry." The basin

has no trouble fulfilling its earpact ooligation of 500,000 acre-feet per

year becauSe of the heavy mainstem river flows.
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Division 7 in the southwestern part of the state was the hardest hit. At

the same ti.rre, it best exhibits the trerrendous diversity that can exist within

relatively small areas. 1977 was the critical year. While some irrigation

cnnpanies and conservancy districts took account of available inforination on

existing and likely future drought conditions and cut back deliveries to save

water for use late in the 1977 grcM.ing season, others used all their water in

1976. ScIre of these received no inflow in the 1976-77 winter and could deliver

no water during 1977.

District 77, using water primarily for rreadow and native grasses, had

sufficient water supplies even though streamflCMS were low by historical stand

ards. In adjacent District 29 (San Juan River and tributaries) where the

water uses are the same, the tributaIy streams are always "under call" (Le.

seniors call for their water and diversions have to be administered by the

Water Comnissioner. The mainstem San Juan was not under call and many water

swaps were worked out so that administration was not necessary.

District 78 (the Piedra and tributaries) diverts water nostly for rreadow

and native grasses. On the sharper slopes, it is est:im3.ted that applications

run from 10 to 15 acre-feet per acre per year. These arrounts were cut back

during the drought and problerrs of shortage were avoided. It was generally

felt that pasture productivity increased as a resuot.

District 31 (Vallecito Creek, Los Pinos River, ValleCito Reservoir) has

extensive irrigated cropland. '!he irrigation district controlling the reservoir

saved water until n6eded in 1977, even though they typically use an annual

strategy of refill and use. It again was generally acknowledged that the nore

careful application of water led to increases in yields. However, if the reser

voir had not refilled in the winter of 1977-78, there would have been severe

consequences.
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District 30 (Animas and Florida Rivers, Lenon Reservoir) provides the

Durango municipal supply. '!he Anirlas River had a very adequate supply with

no calls being made. '!he Florida Riv~r has very extensive fanning acreage and

is typically on call, although there was adequate supply during 1977 because

of the management of· Lenon Reservoir. '!his District took strong protective

actions: (1) through the Water Comnissioner's strong efforts, the senior

rights agreed to oooperate and not call; (2) reservoir releases were held back

to provide for the extensive rON crops having a late season water demand.

Again, hONever, another year of drought would have been bad.

District 33 (La Plata River and tributaries) had a very bad situation.

Half the flON is comnitted to NEW Mexico by corrpact and there are large transport

losses. Irrigated acreage is extensive, but all wat er had to be devoted to

. dorrestic and stock purposes. '!here were no crops in 1977, not even hay.

'Ihrough the cooperative efforts induced by the Water Conmissioner, available

water was pooled and stretched to rreet dorrestic and stock demands.

Adjacent District 34 usually has a tight water supply, with the Mancos

River and its tributaries typically under administration. '!he Water Comnissioner

developed a pattern of oooperation anong the water users in 1977, acreages were

reduced, lONer yields ac~ted in ITOst cases, and the water was allocated

equitably anong all users.

District 32 is served by two private ditch carpanies, one of which is to be

incorporated into the Water and PONer Resources Service (forrrerly the Bureau of

Reclamation) Dolores River Project. One of the carpanies was able to provide

50% of the normal water supply in 1977 while the ot her, having no inflON in

1977, provided no releases.
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District 71 (Dolores River) has little irrigation in its upper reaches.

During the drought, the lower river was dry, the t:cwn of Dove Creek and Slick

Rock being totally without water from their traditional source. While those

t:cwns own only junior rights on the Dolores, they would have received no water

even with the rrost senior rights because of the large transport losses en route

to their downstream location. TIlls would have been a situation where the water

Comnissioner or Division Engineer would have entered a "futile" ruling that

attempts at downstream delivery would not have been warranted. Various errergency

rreasures including wells and rresa-top water impoundrrents were undertaken for
)

these t:cwns.

'!hus we see the great diversity of conditions within one Division, adjacent

Districts frequently facing quite different water supply conditions.

B. Surrrnary of Prcblems Faced by Rural Water Supply Entities.

'!he foregoing description of the drought experiences in the seven Water

Divisions rrentioned the various types of prcblems encountered in the rural areas.

'!he problems were generally rrore basic and simpler to describe than the problems

faced by towns but nonetheless important. Table 8 surrrnarizes these problems.

(Table 8 here)

C. Steps Actually Taken to Mitigate the Negative Impacts of Drought in Rural

Areas.

Table 9 surrrnarizes the major steps actually undertaken in rural areas

during the 1976-77 drought. Many of these steps were described previously in

Section A of this chapter.

I
/

(Table 9 here)
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Table 8

Problerrs Faced by Rural Water
Supply Entities

1. Surface water supplies, bOth run-of-the-river and from storage,
significantly belo.v average availability.

2. Erosion of dry soils, resulting in long-term loss of agricultural
productivity and in the siltation of streams, reservcirs, canals,
and laterals.

3. Reservcir management often appears to be too inflexible, e. g .
conservation peals being maintained for one purpose when other
purposes badly need the water.

4. Reservcirs often have very junior rights, making it impossible to store
water when it would be rrost valuable.

5. Rural water supply entities tend to follON an annual cycle of operations
regardless of the likelihood of drought, especially with respect to
reservcir management.

6. In presence of recognized drought, fa.nrers tend to overirrigate in
the spring in anticipation of later shortage, saretimes to such an
extent that crop growth is irrpaired.

7. Crop grONers appear to prefer getting one good crop with an increased
likelihood of no crop in the second year, rather than spreading
available wat.er over two years with the associated risks of
significant yield reductions. This may represent excessive avoidance
of risk.

8. Groundwater initially developed as a drought back-up tends to becorre part
of base supply, resulting in greater acreage and making drought
back-up supplies harder to develop.

9. Rural water supply agencies feel obligated t.o spend large sums of money
on legal and engineering consultants in protecting their water rights
and in keeping up with new regulations and legislation. The issue
is whether or not more economical ways of providing these services
may exist.
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Table 9

Steps Actually Taken to Mitigate
the Negative Impacts of Drought

in Rural Areas

1. Cooperation arrong water rights =ers, taking the fODllS of:
a. pooling run-of-the-river flaYs and sharing available water

regardless of seniority of decree;
b. senior rights =ers pennitting water to be stored for later use

by all users.

2. Water "rentals" arrong rights holders on the same stre<;uu or on the same
ditch system, whereby water is t.errq;Jorarily sold. Same rental systems are
permanently established (e.g. the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy
District) while others grow in an ad-hoc manner when the need arises.
Prices ran to rrore than $100 per acre-foot during the drought, but
valuable crops and orchards were saved.

3. PaynErlts made to senior rights holders to pool their water, funds being
provided either by:

a. individual contributions by other water users, or
b. federal prograrrs (Water and Power Resources Service)

4. "Futile declarations" by the Water Comnissioner of the District or the
Division Engineer, so that water oould be used by rrore junior rights rather
than being lost during long runs dCMnriver.

5. Groundwater back-up, through wells previously installed or installed
during the drought..

6. Reducing or eliminating winter applications that were intended to raise
soil rroisture prior to the planting season.

7. Consolidation of storage in larger, rrore efficient reservoirs.

8. Canal lining and use of gated pipe in place of laterals.

9. M:lre fre:juent, rrore carefUlly rronitored irrigation applications, frequently
leading to substantially reduced water use and increased yields.

10. Trucking water for rural dorrestic and livestock purposes.

11. Trucking in supplerrental livestock feed to preserve herds in spite of
pasture and range inpairrrent.

12. Towns pennitting agricultural use of excess water supplies controlled by
the tCMns.

13. Weather modification. This took the fonn of seeding orographic clouds (those
rising over the mountains) to in=ease snowpack. These operations were under
taken by the State of Colorado and by the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy
District, the lat·ter in the Leadwaters areas of the Colorado-Big Thcmpson Project.
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Special mention must be made of the highly constructive roles frequently

played by the Division Engineers and the District Water Comnissioners. These

people first acted as educators and souroes of vital climatological and hydro

logical information. Secondly, they helped conservancy districts manage their

reservoirs in ways more appropriate to drought conditions, especially holding

water for late season use and for carry-over to the following water year. Third,

they very successfully induced water rights owners in the same drainages to

cooperate and share water, rather than having the seniors take all the water.

Experience showed that this more even allocation of water greatly mitigated the

econanic impacts of the drought on agriculture.
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IV.

ECONCMICALLY EI;'F'ICIEN'I' vml'ER MANAGEMI'NI'
DURING DHOUC1lT: EFFECI'S OF WE:STERN WATEH

LAW; HESERVOIR MANAGEMENT; AND GENEHAL
WATER PLANNING PRINCIPLES

The rrost irrportant institutional arrangerrent in the western united States

affecting the use of water is the system of prior appropriations. This "first

in tiIll3, first in right" system is enbedded in the water law of nearly all

western states, including COlorado. The history of western water law and water

rights has been doCUIll3nted in several places (e.g. see Radosevich et al. 1976

and Dewsnup, Jensen, and Swe.nson, 1973). The system evolved to establish a set

of reliable water clailtlS against the varying quantities of streamflow available

over tiIll3. By establishing property rights in water, appropriations doctrine

has made it possible to establish markets for water that, while having sOll'e

shortcomings, have worked fairly well over long periods of tiIll3 to allocate water

to its highest-value uses. But how does the water rights system work during

short-tenn droughts? 'I'his issue is discussed in Section A below.

Another irrportant issue arising from the observations of Chapter III is

that of optimum or at least good reservoir rnanageIll3nt during drought. We have

seen that rrost irrigation reservoirs are simply operated on an annual fill-

release cycle that remains the SaIll3 during drought as in normal tiIll3s. While

this may be the only option for small reservoirs (say 2500 acre-feet and below)

because of large storage losses and evaporation, the· operating rules for larger

reservoirs should be given careful thought, to detennine what can be done to

adapt them better to drought conditions. This issue is discussed in Section B.

section C discussed cexnbining climatological data with socio-econanic data

to detennine an appropriate "target" value of available water supply for planning

purposes.
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A. 'The Efficiency of Water Rights During Drought.

We first want to establish a benc:hlllark for the ea:momically efficient

allocation of a limited water supply arrong a group of users. Economic

efficiency Il'eans getting the greatest net benefits (benefits minus costs) from

the water, and our benc:hlllark will be that particular allocation of water (Le.

assignrrent of a definite quantity of water to each user) that rraximizes net

benefits .

Suppose we have n irrigators, each generating net benefits as a function

of the arrount of water they are assigned. 'These net benefits are assUll'ed to be

in rronetary fonn and can be represented by the functions Bl (wI)' B2 (w2), ... ,

B (w ). 'The arrount of ''later known to be available to this group for the grcw.ing
n n

season is SOIl'e volUll'e W 1 How should we spread this water arrong the various

users? By definition, the eoonomically efficient way is to choose values for

(1)

...... , w so as to
n

subject to WI + w2 + ..• + wn :::. W

'The constraint sirrply says we cannot assign rrore water than is available. One

can use COllllDn sense or minor natherratics to solve this problem (Le. to

describe or characterize the optimum values). 'The solution would be as

1 Assuming the season's water supply to be known at the beginning of
the season is not unreasonable in areas fed primarily by snCJWll'elt.
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follews: 1:1

1) If W is so large that every user can have all the water they can

beneficially use, then each user gets the arrount at which their

increll'ental net benefits just fall to zero. Note that increll'ental

net benefits in this case are equal across all users at the cormon

value of zero.

2) If W is not large enough to allew every user the arrount they would

get in (1), then the water should be divided so that the increrrental

net benefits are equal (at sorre positive value) across all users

receiving water. It nay be that the highest increnental net benefits

of sorre users will be less than this carmon value, and such users will

receive no water.

Roughly sunmarized, the net benefits from the last acre-foot of water used by

each active user should be the sane. If this does not hold, total net benefits

oould be increased by shifting sorre water from users with lewer increll'ental

benefits to users with higher increll'ental benefits.

1:1 Mathenatically, one writes the Lagrangean function and necessary
conditions for the constrained maximum:

.. . , wn'

3L = W - wi - ... - w~ .:: 0 and (W - wl - ... - wn) 1,* = O.
31,

Condition (1) in the text occurs when the second inequality holds strictly, with
1,* = O. Condition (2) oc=s when 1,* t 0, with the possibility of sorre wt = O.
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Now suppose the armual anount of water available fluctuates from year to

year. For sinplicity, asSIllle there are just two values, WI and W
2

, that occur

with relative frequencies PI and P2 (PI + P2 = 1), i.e. 100 PI % of the years will

have WI available and 100 P2% will have W2. Let WI > W
2

.

Suppose further that a system of rights (claims) on the available water

has been established over t.irrl2, the priorities and amounts of these rights being

designated wI' w2 ' •.. ,wn ' such that

(2)

This rreans the high flow of the river has been fully appropriated. Note that

the nurrberingof the rights is by priority, not by user nurrber. Since the anount

of each right was detennined by historical occurrences, it is alnost certain that

the set of rights (WI' ••• , wn) does not oo=espond to the optinlal quantities

derived earlier (WI*, w2*, ... , wn*) •. If each user is restricted to holding

just one water right, it appears that the allocation of water anong users must

be eoonomically inefficient, even in high flow years. In 1= fl= years when

sorre junior rights carmot be served at all, sorre high value (net benefit) users

might be prevented from receiving any water.

But the rights system need not be eoonomically inefficient if its flexibility

can be increased through exchanges and rentals in the short-run, and through

sales of rights in the long-run. l'Vhen the distribution of the rights (WI' ••• , wn)

does not oorrespond to (WI*, ... , w
n
*), any rights-holder having less than their

optimum quantity w. * will find it worthwhile to rent water fran some rights-holder
~

that has a call on more water than their w.* . An uninq:>eded rental market would
J

move the short-term allocation toward the efficient one, except that the effects

on return flows might bE~~ored__l2Y the buyer and sel!er. If the return flow
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effects are not too :i.Irp:>rtant, market processes would lead to a fairly efficient

pattern of water use, and bhe distribution of rights (w" .•• , w) would s:i.nply
~ n

determine who pays whom for additional water.

However, there are problems with keeping a rental market operating for

rrore than a short period (e.g. a few weeks during drought) under appropriations

dcctrine. If any dcwnstream junior rights-holder is injured through changes in

return flaws caused by the rentals, rourt action could stop them. In fact,

any appropriator junior to the party renting out the water rould object to its

being rented to sareone junior to themselves. Thus, in the absence of special

arrangements, rental markets are likely to be short-lived.

Different institutional arrangements can pennit the organization of pennanent

rental markets. In the Northetn Colorado Water Conservancy District distributing

Colorado-Big Thcmpson water, the needed water rights are held by the Water and

Power Resources Service, while the water users awn shares in the District that

entitle them to water. The users are free to transfer the water temporarily or

to sell their shares in the District. These arrangements deserve to be copied

much rrore widely.

In the long-run, a question is whether or not the high-value users will

tend to buy up the senior rights, leaving the rrore junior rights to lower-valued

users. 'l'he evidence on this is mixed, for while it has beOCllE very clear that

energy-related activities can buy out alrrost any agricultural water right, many

towns (in which water is preslUl'ably of very high value) dependent on surface

water hold either junior rights or, in a few cases, nb rights at all.

The preceding observations suggest the follCMing hypotheses regarding the

distribution of water rights and the resultant performance of a water rights

system during drought. While the hypotheses are ronsistent with the evidence

gathered in this study, they warrant further theoretical and errpirical

investigation.
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Hypothesis 1: In drainage basins experiencing infrequent drought (1 year

in 10 or less), the distribution of water rights by seniority

is not likely to correspond to the average values-in-use

of water. ]

Hypothesis 2: During short drought events (1 year or less) in such

basins, cooperation in sharing water arrong rights-holders is

likely.

Hypothesis 3: During extended drought events in any basin, cooperation in

sharing water is likely to break down.

Hypothesis 4: To the extent the above conditions hold, the more infre-

quent the drought event, the more severe the impacts· are

likely to be.

B. The Efficiency of Rese:rvoir Managerrent During Drought.

Chapters I and III indicated that nearly all small irrigation reservoirs

are operated on an annual fill-release cycle, even during years when drought is

anticipated or already acknCMledged to exist. In this Section, we want to expand

on the arguI1'el1t that at least the larger, IlDre efficient of these irrigation

st<::>rage :J::€se~oi:t::.El should shift in~ a drought-hedging IlDde of operation that

involves conserving water for carrying into the follCMing year whenever climate

data indicate a significant probability of drought for the follCMing water year.

1 Although one would expect approximately equal marginal (increrrental)
values in non-drought years.
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we have already seen that it is rational for water users in basins having

plenty of water to divert and consurre water up to quantities where in=eIrerltal

net benefits Qrop to zero. Now suppose that it beCOll'eS known with certainty

that, while year 1 will have nomal water supply, year 2 will have only the water

carried over in storage from year 1. What pattern of water use and reservoir

carryover should be established?

Cornron sense tells us that 3 major factors should affect our behavior in

such a situation:

1. the way in which annual benefits will vary with the arrount of water

applied in that year;

2. the arrount of water kept in storage that will be lost through

seepage and evaporation;

3. the irrportance of time in valuing benefits, usually represented by

an interest rate or discount factor on future benefits.

Once again, ccmron sense or a little eleIrerltary math tells us that water should

be used in each year in arrounts that will make the present value of the increIrerltal

benefits of water use in year 2 equal to the incremental benefits of water use in

year 1. We can state this as a sirrple problem in the following form:

to maximize {B(WI ) + l~r B(W21
subject to WI + e (W - WI) + w2 :s W

where r is the discount rate and e is the fraction of stored water lost through

seepage and evaporation.

This sirrply says we want to use the available water W in a way that will maximize

the present value of benefits (\'ihere r is the discount rate), subject to the
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obvious constraint that water consurred in the fj,rst year plus losses from

storage plus water oonsurred in the second year not exceed the water available.

A necessary condition that follCMS from this rraxirni.zation is: 1

(2)

'!hat is, the best way to use the water over the two years must be one that

equates increrrental benefits this year to discounted increrrental benefits in

year 2, allowance being llI3.de for the losses of any water stored. Since the

benefit function for each year is likely to appear as in Figure 9 , one can

readily see that (2) inplies:

a. the rrore heavily we disoount future benefits, the rrore water

we will use in year 1 (the less we will carry over);

b. the larger the fraction of stored water lost, e, the less we will

carry over.

Figure 9

A Typical Arumal Agricultural Benefit
Function for Water Consurred

$

1 '!he Lagrangean fgrl the problem is "1
L = B(Wl ) +( l+r )B(W2) + A 81- e ) (W-wl ) - w2 .

'!he rraxirni.zation of L with respect to WI' w2 ' and A inplies (2).
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Now let I s drop the assumption that year 2 is known with certainty.

Suppose at the beginning of year 1 we have a normal supply of water, W, in

. ~it:firCJqL'. In year 2, there will either be a normal supply or zero water (c.'-

cept for carry-over fran year 1), but we do not know which will oc=. However,

experience has shown that the probability of normal water supply, W, is PI while

the probability of zero supply is P2' such that PI + P2 = 1 (Le. one or the

other nmst happen) .

It may be reasonable under such conditions for the agricultural water

planner to base decisions on maximizing expected discounted benefits, which

would be defined as:

(3)

where, again

(4)

In this kind of decision situation, one would like to carry some water over to

year 2 for protection against drought in year 2, but there is a chance (PI) that

year 2 will turn out to have a norrral water supply, implying that the carryover

turns out to be useless while lower yields in year 1 have already been incurred.

The solution to this sonewh.at rrore realistic problem is characterized by

water quantities WI and "12 that would make the fOllowing condition hold: l

(5)

This condition is alrrost the same as (2) above for the case where we knew

drought would oc= in year 2. In (5), however, we observe the probability

1 Tne Lagrangean is L = B(WI) +(l~r )~lB (WI) + P2B (W2~ and is maximized

Subject to (4) above.
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of drought on the right-hand side, P2. If we know drought will ==,. P2 = 1.

If P2 is less than 1, then we should adjust w
l

and w2 so that 5 holds. (5)

implies that the higher the probability of drought in year 2, the rrore water we

should save fran year 1 and carry over to year 2.

We need to make the situation a little rrore realistic before trying to draw

policy conclusions. In each crop year, sorre minimum arrount of water is necessary

to produce any crop at all. If we canbine this fact with relatively high storage

losses in (5), we can see that for low values of P2' it may not pay to carry water

over, i.e. the one-year fill-release cycle may be quite sensible. When meteoro

logical evidence rrounts that there will be drought in year 2, equation (5) tells

us that, with this significantly increased value of P2' we should make plans to

carry water over fran year 1 to year 2.

Under existing practice, it may be difficult for irrigation officials to hold

back water for the following year. First, the reservoir size must exceed the

minimum crop needs for the =rent year. But assuming sufficient capacity for

significant carry-over, all=ations to the ccmpany or district stockholders are

typically announced in March or April and cropping plans are based on these

all=ations. It is then difficult to rrodify these all=ations on the basis of

later climate data.

Trying to quantify these relationships and making the appropriate climate

data available to water managers premise a sufficient reduction in agricultural

drought losses that a cooperative program of continuing agronemic-meteorological-·

econemic research appears warranted.

C. General Water Planning Principles.

We know that water availability for the caning year is uncertain and can
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most adequately be described by a probability distribution like those shown in

. Fiqure 10 below.

Figure 10

probability Distributions of Next Year's
Availability of Water for A Drainage Basin

I
--------, II

" !/
.. ' I

//' I __.-.~'.
.-/ •.-',-' ....--'~.-

'------7------f,------------------ w
WI

Curve I represents the probability distribution of water availability in

a "normal" year, while ~I might represent the relevant probabilities when it

appears that drought conditions will occur.

"Jhile good planning requires that ~licit recognition be given to the

uncertain nature of the coming year's water supply, it is generally difficult to

plan acreages, cropping patterns, herd size, new water permits, etc., on the

basis of a probability distribution. Usually, sarre "rrost likely" or "conservative

planning value" is taken as the basis for planning. Such a value might be

WI for a normal year or wiI for a drought year. . On what should this value depend?
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The plarming value, w, first depends on the shape and location of the

probability distribution, infopnation that might come from the State ClimatoloCJist

or other weather science sources. It will.also depend on the social payoffs or

penalties that are associated with different water availabilities that actually

occur, once plans for water use have already been made. The payoffs from water

use in a particular basin might look like Figure 11.1

Figure 11

Payoffs from Anticipated and Unanticipated
Water Supplies

payoff

A A W
% = 1fW - b (w - w)

.... A

P = 1fW + a(w - w)
a

w

Fiqure 11 is based on the assumption that, if the actual water supply was

always oorrectly anticipated, we could get a payoff of $1T per unit of water used.

If we lay plans on the basis of a water supply of w, it is nonetheless unlikely

1 This Figure and the following explanation are also found in very similar
fonn in Anderson and Maass (Technical Bulletin No. 1431) and Hufschmidt and
Fiering (1966).
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A

that exactly w will oc=. If it turns out that llDre water is available, it will

pml)iJbly have sane additional value, but not as much as if its use had beell

planned for, perhaps following the line P. If less water than w is available,a

benefits may drop rather sharply along the line P
b

•

In a decision situation like this, it can easily be sh= (see the Appendix
A

to this Chapter) that the choice of an appropriate planning value w depends on the

values TI, a, and b as well as on the probability distribution of w. The relation-

ship turns out to be such that the appropriate value of w is characterized by the

condition that

(1) TI - athe probability that w ~ w =
b - a

where this probability is represented by the~ under the probability curves

in Figure 10.

As an exarrple, if 1f = $30 per acre-foot, a = $10 per acre-foot, and b = $40

per acre-foot, this probability would equal (30-10)/(40-10) = 20/30 = 0.67. On

the other hand, if the penalties from shortfalls of water were much higher, say

b = $80 per acre-foot, then the probability would be (30-10)/(80-10) = 20/70 = 0.28.

The llDral of the story is that efficient planning in the faoe of meteorological

uncertainty requires oonbining climatological information and forecasts with know-

ledge of the socia-economic payoffs and penalties associated with the various

possible anticipated and unanticipated quantities of water that may be available.
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Appendix

'The mathematical staterrent of the type of planning problem related in the

preceding Section would be as follcws: let

J: w if w = w
, , ,

(1) ~ (w,w) - w + a(w - w) ifw > w

lIT

,
W - b(w - w) ifw < w

be the payoff function. If f (w) is the prcbability (density) function, then the

. expected payoff is given by

00

(2) J~ (w,~) f (w)dw

o

Expanding this expression by substituting from (1) and taking integrals on

the appropriate intervals of w, it is possible to differentiate E with respect to

w, the "target" or planned value of water availability. Setting this derivative

equal 1-.0 zero will characterize the appropriate value of w as long as b > IT > a,

=nditions that seem reasonable. The resulting characterization is

(3)
,

F(w) = IT - a
b - a

where F is the cumulative distribution function of w.
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v.

STATE AND FEDERAL DROUGHT PROGRAMS

This section will provide a brief suranary of state and federal programs that

were initiated as a result of the drought. Several existing reports detail the

specific programs (WESTPO 1977, 1978 and 1979, Colorado Drought Coordination

Project, 1979).

A. Major Federal and State Programs.

Nine federal drought programs were included in President Carter's drought

package. All of these were acted upon in April or May of 1977, except the anendrrent

to the Snall Business Administration Act that was passed in August of 1977.

Four of these programs were directed principally toward helping rmmicipalities

and irrigators increase or better rranage their water supplies.

The rrost widespread throughout the State was the program of grants and

loans administered by the Famers Hare Administration (FrnHA). The Energency

Loans Program provided for $100 million in 5% loans to help famers and ranchers

improve their irrigation and aid with various soil conservation rreasures. A second

program administered by the FrnHA included $225 million appropriated for "drought

related" loans ($150 million in 5% loans) and grants ($75 million) to corrmunities

that hi'ld fewer than 10,000 people. The program run by the Economic Developnent

Administration (U.S. Departrrent of Comrerce) on the other hand, appropriated

$175 million for loans and grants for the irrproverrent, expansion, or construction

of water supply systems in =rmunities 9ver 10,000.

The other major program directed primarily at improving water supplies was

the Drought Emergency Program of the Bureau of Reclamation (now the Water and
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Power Resources Service) ($100 million). Its purposes were to establish a

"water bank" to help water users buy water fran parties willing to sell, to

issue loans and grants to help organizations augment their water supplies, to

"provide nonreimbursable funds to state water resources agencies for drought-
,

related projects, and to aid in the protection of fish and wildlife threatened by

the decrease in water supplies."

The State drought program in Colorado was rrainly one of increasing public

awareness of things that could be done to help alleviate problems caused by the

drought. Managed by the Office of the State Drought Coordinator that the

Governor established in March of 1977, the program was to help local communities

establish' their own drought programs, to provide technical help to those areas

applying for federal funds, to coordinate and keep open channels of =rnunication

between the various drought-related efforts throughout the State, and to analyze

the extent of the effects of the drought. The State program was headed by the

State Drought Council CCllIqXlSed of the Governor and thirteen rrerrbers, seven

appointed by the Governor, three by the Speaker of the House, and three by the

Speaker of the Senate. In addition, there were five associate rrerrbers appointed

by the Governor. While the Council oversaw the overall State program, local

activities were rranaged through the State's thirteen Planning Regions. In each

Region, a Drought Coordinator was appointed and a technical advisory corrmittee

was set up.

B. Sorre Problems with the Federal and State Programs.

Several rrajor criticisms of the above programs were brought out in the

reports referenced earlier, as well as in a recent u. S. General Accounting
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Office publication entitled Federal Response to the 1976-77 Drought: What

'. Should Be Done Next? The criticiSI1'6 noted in these reports were supported

by the responses to the survey taken in this study. Only a few will be discussed

here.

The first major complaint was siJrq:>ly that the programs went into effect

!2£ late to be able to accomplish all that they could have had they been started

sooner. The federal program did not get started until April of 1977, while the

drought was generally acknowledged to be serious by January of that year. By the

time many of the programs got underway, crops had already been planted and irriga

tion ditches were operating as usual. Not much could be done until the fall.

Action by the State, although originally initiated by the Governor as early as

the end of January, 1977, was not really in full effect until June 10, 1977,

when the Governor signed the weather modification bill and the bill to establish

the Office of State Drought Coordinator. Only in the middle of July, 1977,

after a grant from the EDA funding the regional drought offices, could the local

work begin.

The second major criticism was that the major part of the funds provided

did not ~ tcM'ard alleviating the i.m;nediate effects of the drought. The majority

of applicants saw it as an opportunity for getting funds to deal with problems

that already existed independent of the drought. Most of the problems, as

noted earlier, were more a function of long-term management practices and neg

lect of maintenance. The State energies also seemed directed in many instances

tcM'ard development of management tools such as hydrologic modeling, groundwater

studies, and economic modeling of drought irrpacts. While these efforts may
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have a long-tenn payoff if the tools are kept activated, they did not contribute

to the direct attacl<: on the :i.mrediate problems.

Many of the participants felt the drought programs, in addition to getting

started late, were cut off before the drought was over. As a :result, many f<;!lt

they were not able to accomplish the necessary changes that would make their

water systems "droUght-proof. " The lcwest yields from a drought situation may

=re the year after precipitation levels have returned to normal state, and

groundwater levels and soils often require several years of good conditions to

recover from severe drought.

Finally, several taoms cOItplained that they often gave up on atterrpts to

obtain grant money because the process was too corrplex and the mandated require

ments and follow-through were too deIranding.
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VI.

REmMMFNDATIONS

The ct>servations made in the course of the study, including both data

gathered and analyzed plus the insights shared by the many people interviewed

in the course of the study, lead to a nurrber of recorrrrendations directed t.cMard

governrrent agencies at the federal, state, and local levels and t.cMard private

water suppliers and users. These recomrendations have appeared (at least

implicitly) in the earlier parts of this study but are sunmarized here.

A. Recomrendations Relating to Tcwns.

The main guiding principle for the evolution of t.cMn drought policies at

the federal, state, and local levels should be to stiIrnllate local initiative.

This follows from nurrerous ct>servations made during this study. Its pervasive

relevance follews from the great diversity of conditions (climatic, hydrologic,

and socio-economic) faced by t.cMns and from the large nurrber of mitigating steps

that can be taken at lew cost at the tc:wn level.

Programs of assistance to t.cMns should be predicated upon evidence of local

initiatives and good management and should not be "rewards for 50 years of

mismanagement" (a phrase heard frequently in the course of this study) .

We first list six recarmendations that we feel are both quite important

and of general applicability. The second group contains recorrrrendations that are,

in our opinion, either of a lesser degree of importance or a lesser degree of

generality. For a specific t.cMn, hewever, it could well be that one of the latter

rec:x:JIlU1endations would be of greater importance.



Group 1:

1. All to.vns should have the capability for undertaking long-tenn planning

of raw water, water treat:rrent,and sewage treat:rrent needs. Resources

should be devoted to maintaining an up-dated plart covering these aspects

of the water-sanitation system.

2. Tams dependent on surface water should study the adequacy of the

water rights they aNn in tenus of their seniority and its irrplications

for taNn water availability, given the hydrology of the strearrs involved.

Adequacy need not rrean ability always to rreet all water demands, but

quite a few to.vns appear to aNn inadequate rights, while a few awn none.

3. Towns should investigate making arrangements with ditch companies on their

streams to use ditch canpany water during periods of drought, by paying an

amount equal to the estimated losses of income fran crops.

4. Custorrer charges, whether collected through rretering or through a fixed

charge per billing period, should be sufficient to cover operating,

maintenance, and system replacement costs.

5. The financial accounts of the water and sewerage systems should be

kept separate from taNn general accounts and, in addition to maintaining

an adequate cash working balance for the water system, a sinking fund

for major maintenance and replacement expenditures should be maintained.

6..The possibility of greatly expanding the use of "circuit riders" in the

areas of general town management,financial managerrent, .and water manage

ment, engineering, and law should be considered by the appropriate state

agencies (e.g. Division of Local Government or Regional Planning and

Management Agencies) and by groups of to.vns themselves. Such arrange

ments, in which one person provides expert service to several to.vns 011

a continuing basis, have proved very effective in several cases and can

help retain qualified people to serve the smaller to.vns.
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7. Local programs of consumer education regarding drought problerrs, the

frequency of drought, and the usefulness of follcwing "mixed strategies"

(e.g. so!re supply supplerrentation, sorre improverrents in water-use

efficiency, sorre rationing, etc.) will help prepare the public for

drought and to avoid public apathy when drought occurs.

Group 2:

8. Tcwn distribution systems and storage reservoirs for both raw and

treated water should be checked for leaks. Sorre tcwns lose rrore than

50% of the water they produce.

9. Larger tcwns should undertake a benefit-cost assessment of metering all

custaners. This may be an effective long-term measure for better con

trolling water use. To a lesser extent, it can reduce demands during

drought by permitting use canparisons, rationing, and through the

imposition of surcharges relating to the volume used.

10 . The use of wells for backing-up systems dependent on surface water can

be a cost-effective strategy .where non-tributary groundwater is available.

11. In cases of tcwns in close proximity to each other and having independent

water supplies, tcwn interconnections should be considered.

B. ReCOllIlendations Relating to Rural Water Supplies.

As with tcwns, a major principle in rural areas should be to stimulate

local initiative. In a number of cases cited earlier, state and federal

programs simply took over the financing of activities already taking place. In



other cases, local initiatives were inhibited by the expectation that outside

exchanges, water rental arrangenents, well-drilling, canal lining, and improVedon-farm efficiencies.

programs would eventually becorre available.

This strategy would include:

Exanples would include water

including substitution of rrore drought-resistant varieties;

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
vision, rrore frequent applications, reduced early-season applications, ,1

\

~~'

suggestions fay' =pped acreages and =pping patterns,

proposed cooperative arrangenents for sharing water, includingcernpensation to seniors who share water.

rrethods for greiiter on-farm efficiencies, such as closer super-

etc.;

c.

a.

b.

the Division Engineering, and the District Water Cornnissioner shouldcollaborate in developing a strategy for irrigation water use duringdrought for each state Water District.

The Cooperative Extension Service, the Office of the State Climatologist,

Any steps -- legislative, administrative, or institutional -- that have

2.

1.

Group 1:

the effect of facilitating the transfer of available water from one use(or user) to another should be investigated and enoouraged. This pro.,..rrotes easier adaptation to changing climatic and economic circumstances,and will stimulate efficient water use by establishing a market pricefor water. The practices of the Northern Colorado Water ConservancyDistrict (IDveland) and the tenns of the contract between that Districtand the Bureau of Reclamation should be studied carefully.
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3. Management strategies for irrigation reservoirs should be studied

further, with the particular cbjectives of:

a. increasing the flexibility of management of the various types

of reservoirs (ditch company, to.vn, industrial, fish and gaIle)

during droughts;

b. developing a rational basis for keying water carry-over decisions

to general clirratological conditions and District soil and

agronomic conditions.

4. The State Engineer, the Division Engineers, and the Water Corrmissioners

should investigate further opportunities for the conjunctive management

of ground and surface waters, both as drought protection and for

regular seasonal water management. Where aquifer capacity is large and

where natural recharge fran streams and canal seepage is large, substan

tial opportunities appear to exist for expanding effective water supplies

by pumping in dry years and recharging in wet years. There appear to be

opportunities for increasing recharge by keeping canals full.

S. The =rent State water law relating to tributary ground waters (passed

in 1969, placing wells in order of priority) should be re-studied to

facilitate conjunctive management.

Group 2:

6. The Office of the State Engineer should consider the criteria that

should be used by Division Engineers and/or District Water Conuissioners

in IlEking "futile declarations," Le. in declaring that the rights next

in line to receive water from a stream cannot be served because of

excessive losses in transit. A set of well conceived criteria based on



econClllic and equity oonsiderations would relieve officials in the

Divisions and Districts of having to make decisions under pressure,

based upon their own hurried judgment. More carefully planned, futile

declarations would becane a JOC)re valuable aid in dealing with water

supply during drought.

7. Consolidation of storage in larger reservoirs that are subject to less

evaporation and seepage losses during drought should be urged for any

Districts where this is physically possible.

S. Where towns hold rights to excess water in anticipation of future growth,

cooperative agreements for the agricultural use of that water during

drought should be worked out now.

c. General Reconnendations Relating to State and Federal Policies and, PrograIlB.

The following reoonmendations are of a rrore general nature. It seems

warranted to errphasize once again that drought oonditions and mitigating options

vary tremendously f:rom area to area, f:rom town to town within the state. Thus,

local steps based on detailed knowledqe of local conditions will always oonstitute. ,

at least a part of the best overall drought mitigation strategy. State and

federal prograIlB should stimulate imaginative local initiatives and not sinply

subStitute for them.

1. Definition of Drought. For operational purposes, it is recc:mnended that the

relevant state officials and agencies, (e.g. state climatologist, the Division of

Water Resources, etc.) define sets of oonditions that woUld oonstitute a state.

of "drought warning" and a "policy triggering level" at which the various assistance
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programs would go into effect.

Since drought represents the interaction of socio-economic demands for

water and the physical climatological-hydrologic conditions, one definition

of the warning and triggering levels for the entire State will not suffice.

Rather, decisions should be made regarding:

a. the division of the state into areas that share similar climatological

and socia-economic conditions;

b. defining for each such area the climatoli::lgical-hydrologic-soil

conditions that should constitute warning and triggering levels.

2. Dissemination of drought information. While soma excellent sources on

regional climatological conditions exist1 , and while the State Climatologist

provided detailed in-state data during the later parts of the 1976-78 drought,

a review should be made of the actual channels through which climatological

information should be transmitted to residents of the areas defined in (la) above.

These channels should be capable of quick , pervasive transmission of the occurrence

of the "warning" and "tdggering" levels, plus more. general information (see fn.).

3. It is reCOITITeIlded that the federal agencies having drought assistance

programs coordinate the timing and coverage of their programs, as well as dissemi

nation of information regarding these programs through the channels identified in

(2) above.

4. All state and federal agencies having drought assistance programs should

develop rronitoring programs for use during and after drought to see that the

l"water SUpply OUtlook for the Upper COlorado Basin," NOAA-NWS River Fore-
cast Center, Salt Lake City; "Water SUpply OUtlook for the western United States"
(map), NOAA-NWS, Silver Springs, Mi.; ''Water SUpply OUtlcok for COlorado and New

Mexico and Federal-State-Private COoperative Snow Surveys as of (date, Il'Ol1thly),"
Soil Conservation Service, USDA; ccrnputer data bank of the Water Resources Division,
Departrrent of Natural Resources.
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objectives of their programs are being achieved and that the resources provided
are being effectively applied.

5. The State of Colorado should urge Congress and the National Climate Program

Office to strenghten the Intergovernrrental Climate Program called for in the

National Climate Program Act of 1978, so that the data sources of NOAA and the
other federal agencies can Il'Ore effectively be channelled to the states and to

p=te decentralized state and regional climate inpact studies.



ATTENTION: Please Return To:--------
811

Paul K.Alexander
Department of Economics
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309

WATER AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

Name of Water Agency:

Area Served:

Total Population Served:

1. Please describe the nature of problems encountered during the
1975-1977 drought: (Please indicate whether problems were
actually caused by the drought or merely intensified due to
the severity of the drought.)

a. Physical supply

b. Financial

c. Other
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~tepA taken to dual with these problema:
they?)

a. Physical supply:

b. Financial:

c. Other

(ilow effective were

81

3. Relation of water supply agency to municipal government:

a. Department

b. Private company

c. Special district.

d. Other. Specify:
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4. fa tho aowage system managed by tho samo agency?

5. What is the nature of the financial accounting system for
water revenues and expenses?

82

a. Are they merged with municipal general fund accounts
or are they in a separate system?

b. Are sewage and water accounts kept separate?

6. Is the office of the water agency manager a:

a. Full time job? b. Part time job?

c. If a part time job, fraction of time spent at job:

d. Length of time of current manager at job:

7. How many people does the water/sewage agency employ?

a. Full time:

b. Part time:

c. Average fraction of time spent on job for part
time employees:

8. Does the agency have a regular maintenance and replacement
program for:

a. Raw water storage facilities?

b. Wells and pumps?

c. Treatment plant?

d. Local storage?

e. Mains?

f. Other?

9. Are funds regularly set aside for replacement and expansion
of the system? If so, please explain:
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10. Please describe the water rate structure (flat rate, block
structure, other bases for charging, etc.):

11. Describe the nature of the sewer rate structures:

12. B~sic principle behind rate structure:

"a. Full cost coverage?

b. Operation and maintenance coverage?

c. Full cost plus systems expansion?

d. Other? Specify:

13. Best estimate of delivered cost per 1000 gallons:

14. Total water distributed:

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

15. Total water revenues:

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

16. Does the water agency or town own any water rights?

83
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17. Are these adequate to meet peak demand?

18. Can additional water be temporarily "rented" (purchased)
from other parties? Please explain:

19. Are there any legal or charter restrictions on water pricing,
borrowing money or other financial constraints that were
bothersome during the drought?

20. Did you hear about emergency assistance programs during the
drought?

Through what channels did you learn of these?

21. Did your agency apply for external assistance?

a. If yes, was the funding directed toward new drought
induce~ problems, old problems aggravated by the
drought, or problems not directly related to the
drought?

b. Through what programs did your agency apply?

22. Did you find the assistance programs sufficient to meet
your needs?

23. Were there occasions before this drought that you sought
·outside technical or financial aid? Explain:

84
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24. General comments:

6
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